VELCRO® ANTI-STATIC
WRIST STRAP

EARTHING

 comfortable 2 cm wide,
black nylon Velcro strap
 interior surface is coated
with conductive carbon
 completely adjustable
 coil cord with 1 MOhm
resistor, connects to
strap with snap,
stretches to 60”
 cord terminates with banana
plug or alligator clip (included)
(Cat. #R469) ……………..… $3.95

ANTISTATIC GROUNDING MAT
Now With Washable Ex-Static™ Cover
You can ground
a useful (12" x
12") area with
this professional quality heavy
duty static
control mat. Use
it with static sensitive computer
equipment or as a surface for handling static
sensitive semi-conductors. Put it under your
keyboard or laptop.

HEEL GROUND
Make any Shoe into a Grounding Device

More importantly, you can simply touch the
mat with any part of your body to dissipate
electric field build-up and equalize your
potential with ground and reduce static
discharge problems. Put it on your seat or
on your desktop to reduce ESD. Can be
trimmed with scissors to fit any area.
Includes removable and washable ExStatic™ fabric cover, and 12 foot grounding
cord (no resistor, terminates with an
alligator clip). Blue side: 108 Ohm/sq. Black
side: 104 Ohm/sq. Tough rubber, about
1/16" thick, for years of trouble free service.
(Cat. #R212) ..……………………. $39.95
Need a custom size? Contact us! We can
make them almost any size your need!

Perhaps the easiest way to stay
grounded
when
you are on the
go.
Conductive
rubber material is
black on one side, gray on the other,
discharges you to whatever surface you
are standing on. Non-marking on most
surfaces. Slip over the heel and wrap
the adjustable Velcro™ strap around the
front of your ankle to hold it in place.
Conductive tag can go inside the shoe or
into the top of your sock to make
contact with your skin. Includes 1
MegOhm resistor. Static dissipation to
zero volts is accomplished in less than
0.1 seconds on any conductive surface.
Perfect for static discharge and ESD
applications. (Cat. #R242) ..…. $5.95

ANTI-STATIC MINI PAD
Small Price, Big
Performance
Static Electricity accumulates as you walk
and move about. Once
you
build
enough
static charge your body can get a shock
when you touch another conductive object.
After this discharge, your body begins the
static building process again as you continue
to move about. The discharge is not only
painful to you but it can also be destructive
to the object you touch… like a phone,
computer or any electronic component.

VEHICLE GROUND STRAP
Vehicle Connection to Ground
Like a Grounding
Wrist
Strap
for
your car! No one
likes that awful
shock
when
getting out of a car
or
truck.
That
shock is the discharge of "chassis
voltage" built up as the vehicle moves
along the highway. Every year, this
seemingly innocent spark occurs at the
wrong place and the wrong time:
igniting gasoline vapors while fueling
the vehicle. The Vehicle Ground Strap
can be used on any car or truck. Simply
affix the strap's clamp to the chassis of
the vehicle and allow the conductive
strap to dangle to the ground. Safe,
durable and unaffected by the weather.
Great gift too. 24" long, 1 yr wty.
(Cat. #R214) ….…….. $14.95

To eliminate the pain and save your
electronic equipment place Anti-Static Mini
Pads at strategic locations (your desk,
computer, fax, file cabinet). Touch them
often. Touch it with your hand, toe, nose or
any part of your body. No pain, no damage,
as you are now at zero static. 4x6 inches.
Blue side: 108 Ohm/sq. Black side: 104
Ohm/sq. Includes 12 foot cord which snaps
on, and terminates with a 3-proing plug.
(Cat. #R350) ……………………… $10.95
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